LT. COL. MEHAR LITTLE ANGELS SR. SEC. SCHOOL
HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK
CLASS-VI (2017-2018)
ENGLISH
Design an English magazine which should have the following requirements:
1. An attractive cover page
2. Name of the magazine
3. An article on ''Girl Child''
4. A small story
5. Jokes (5)
6. English Riddles (5)
7. Advertisements (3)
8. Idioms and Proverbs (10)
9. Crosswords/Puzzles (5)
10. Slogans on Social Messages (10)
11. Quotations on friendship (5)
12. Notice Writing - Your school is organizing a trek to the famous Valley of Flower in the Himalayas. As the
Secretary of the outstation trip committee you have been asked to put up a notice informing students of
classes 6-9 about the trek details in not more than 40 words.
13. Letter Writing - Write a letter to your Uncle, Who lives abroad, requesting him to bring a laptop for you.

SANSKRIT
1. वणमाला का चाट बनाइए
2. पाठ 1 ‘ सं कृत वणमाला’ के

न उ तर याद करो

3. कोई भी दो सं कृत ाथना अथ स#हत %लख' (A 4 साइज शीट पर)
MATHS
1. Do the following activities on A3 size sheets.
Activity -1. Topic- Place Value Systems.
Write down mobile numbers of 5 family members and complete the following table.
S.No

Mobile Number

Number in
Indian system

Number in
international
system

Number name Number name
in Indian
in
system
International
system

Activity- 2. Topic- Estimation.
Choose any 5 packed food and paste their empty packs and complete the following table.
1

S.No

Name of the packed Empty Packs
food item

MRP (in
rupees)

Estimated
value

Difference in
estimated
value and
MRP

Total
Identify the food items for which the difference was maximum and minimum.
(II) Practice exercises of chapter 1 and 2 for first periodic test.

SCIENCE
• Make a forest on cardboard with dried leaves (colour them), sticks, pictures of flowers,
animals, birds (mounted on a hard board), put a cellophane sheet and cover it.
• Make a project on egg laying animals with pictures.
• Learn lesson 1 & 2 for first periodic test.
SOCIAL SCIENCE
Design your own magazine to create awareness amongst the people.
1. Attractive cover page with name
2. Article on Bhopal Gas Tragedy
3. Journey of a seed to a plant take the photograph every week till the plant grows and make a collage in your
magazine.
4. Mention all the good things that happened recently in the world with paste the relevant pictures.
4. Survey and write a report on the differences in the culture of Old Delhi and New Delhi.
5. Slogans of different Leaders of your Country with their pictures

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
1. Write description on few herbal plants & make a collage.
2. Write some information on major political parties of India.

ART & CRAFT
1. Two paintings.
2. Two posters. (Size A3 Paper & Colourful chart)
3. Two Greeting Cards.
4. One 3D/4D Craft work.

MEAL PLANNING
1. Draw the Poster on the given topic on A-3 size sheet
Nutrients ,Health,Hygine

2

HINDI

3

